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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Denver Police Department has recently implemented a new high-tech surveillance program
to prevent crime throughout the city. The High Activity Location Observation (HALO) cameras
are an improvement over traditional closed-circuit television cameras because they have full
pivot and zoom capabilities that can transmit video to police headquarters in real time. The
department has installed more than 100 HALO cameras at various high crime areas in Denver as
of 2012. This investigation attempts a program evaluation of the surveillance system through a
geospatial statistical analysis of crime. Although cameras have been installed across the city,
this investigation focuses on cameras installed in Police District #6, which encompasses the
central business district.
In 2006, the city of Denver experimented with cameras when the former police chief started a
pilot video surveillance project, which later grew into the HALO crime prevention program. The
federal government granted the Denver Police $1 million to install fifty more cameras to help
with security while the city hosted the Democratic National Convention in August 2008. By
January 2010, the police department had placed 81 wireless cameras in high crime areas of the
city.
There are many academic studies assessing the effectiveness of police cameras in deterring
crime. Welsh and Farrington (2009) produce a summary of crime prevention studies from
around the world, which they use to assert that police cameras installed in city centers have not
significantly reduced crime on average. However, their meta-analysis has serious shortcomings
because much of the research in their report lacks a rigorous program evaluation using a
differences-in-differences econometric model.
Recent analyses of American cities have challenged the results tabulated by Welsh & Farrington.
For example, Ratcliffe, Taniguchi, and Taylor (2009) analyze crime data before and after the
installation of police cameras in Philadelphia. They determine that the introduction of cameras is
associated with a 13% reduction in crime overall. Additionally, Cook and MacDonald (2010)
analyze crime data in Los Angeles before and after the formation of Business Improvement
Districts. Many of these BIDs installed police cameras in the context of a “public-private coproduction” of crime prevention. Their results illustrate a statistically significant effect of BIDs
on crimes and arrests per year. Furthermore, La Vigne, Lowry, Markman, and Dwyer (2011)
conduct an impact evaluation of the police cameras across three cities of Baltimore, Chicago, and
Washington, D.C. They conclude that the crime reduction benefits of actively monitored
cameras exceed the costs of installing and maintaining the surveillance system.
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The Denver Police Department provides data on crime incidents on their website in the National
Incident Based Reporting System (NIBRS) format that covers a time period from 2006 to the
present. Their database stores the date and time when incidents are first reported. The Denver
HALO cameras are designed to deter UCR Part 1 crimes occurring outdoors in view of the
cameras. UCR Part 1 crimes include homicide, robbery, assault, burglary, larceny, theft from
motor vehicle, auto theft, and arson. Therefore, this analysis focuses on these specific crime
categories.
Crime incident data downloaded from the Denver Police Department has to be geocoded before
it can be projected onto a map. Geocoding involves matching each address of a crime location to
a specific longitude and latitude. It is not possible to check every address individually since
there are over 250,000 criminal incidents in the database. Thus, random samples of specific
criminal incidents are checked against aerial photography for verification. Once finished, the
data is imported into a geographic information system in order to perform the actual geospatial
analysis.
The treatment sites must be compared against control sites before and after the intervention in
order to complete a statistical analysis of crime. The Denver Police surveillance program can be
regarded as a quasi-experiment because the treatment sites were not determined at random.
Thus, it is necessary to use a Monte Carlo approach to match treatment sites to non-treated
locations in order to obtain control sites. Street corners with similar geographic characteristics
are labeled as candidate control sites. There are a total of 123 candidate control sites that would
have similar geographic characteristics as the original 44 HALO cameras sites in Police District
#6. A total of 44 candidate sites are chosen at random to match the original 44 HALO cameras
sites in order to balance the treatment and the control. The selection of these candidate control
sites is defensible because of geographic similarities in (1) zoning restrictions, (2) housing
utilization, and (3) proximity to alcohol sales.
A generalized linear model is developed to test the impact of the HALO intervention. Since the
Denver crime data displays signs of overdispersion, the crime count is modeled as a negative
binomial process rather than a Poisson process. A regression is set up to measure the effect of
the treatment. In the model, the unit of the observation is the count of crime in each individual
viewshed (whether real or hypothetical) for a period of two years. A viewshed is defined as a
circular area around a site with a radius of 50 yards. Since the HALO cameras are visible from
roughly half a block away, their maximum crime deterrence is set to a distance of 50 yards.
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A count of crime is computed in each real viewshed after installation and in each viewshed
before installation for a total of 88 observations. Also, a count of crime is computed in each
hypothetical viewshed (in the post-period) and in each hypothetical viewshed (in the pre-period)
for a total of 88 observations. Thus, a total of 176 observations are used in this analysis. An
econometric model is computed for all crime incidents aggregated together, and a unique model
is also computed for each specific category of crime.
All of the coefficients for the difference-in-difference estimates are negative. The fact that all of
the coefficients are negative gives plausibility to the claim that the HALO cameras have had an
impact in reducing crime. The coefficient for theft from motor vehicles is statistically significant
even with robust standard errors. The statistically significant coefficient for theft from motor
vehicles gives strong causal evidence that the HALO cameras did reduce crime for this category
in downtown Denver.
Since the econometric approach can only detect a localized effect of the treatment, crime density
“hot spot” maps are created to complement the regressions and analyze the effect of the
intervention on a larger scale. Crime is usually concentrated at specific “hot spots” because a lot
of crime occurs repeatedly at the same location over time. Kernel density estimation is a nonparametric procedure that can be used to estimate the probability density function of crime over a
geographic region. A change detection map is created to capture the change in the crime “hot
spots” before and after the intervention. The map illuminates a statistically significant decrease
in the kernel density estimate of property crime in the LoDo area of downtown Denver, where
five HALO cameras were installed prior to 2010. Unlike the econometric approach, this
mapping approach does not use a rigorous control, but it does delineate an interesting
phenomenon.
In review, this investigation establishes a statistically significant relationship between the
installation of the HALO cameras and a reduction of thefts from motor vehicles in the viewshed
of the cameras in Denver Police District #6. The difference-in-difference econometric approach
is rigorous enough to infer causality in the relationship. Other categories of crime also may have
been reduced due to the HALO cameras, but the statistical evidence is not strong enough to make
a causal claim. Based upon the empirical results, I recommend three strategies: (1) collaborating
with local BIDs to expand new HALO video cameras into other areas experiencing high levels of
theft from motor vehicles, (2) upgrading the information system to cross-reference NIBRS crime
incident data to actual arrests and convictions, and (3) implementing a randomized controlled
experiment in the next phase of the HALO program.
The report that follows has detailed information introducing the police surveillance program,
describing the data preparation, outlining the methodology, analyzing the results, and defending
the policy recommendations. The appendices at the end include additional tables and maps.
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INTRODUCTION
In 2009, the Denver Police Department unveiled a new video surveillance program, the High
Activity Location Observation (HALO) system, to prevent crime throughout the city. These
HALO cameras were an improvement over traditional closed-circuit television cameras because
they incorporate night vision with full pivot and zoom capabilities that can read a license plate
from a block away and transmit video through a wireless network.1 However, the cameras cost
$20,000 per unit. As of 2012, the Police Department has installed more than 100 HALO
cameras at various high crime areas in Denver. The American Civil Liberties Union has
criticized these types of cameras as ineffective.2 However, no formal statistical analysis of the
Denver HALO cameras has yet been carried out by the police department, the ACLU, or outside
researchers.3 This investigation attempts an independent program evaluation of the surveillance
system through a geospatial statistical analysis of crime. Have the cameras, as they have been
used by the Denver Police Department in recent years, reduced crime, and if so, how much?
This section elucidates the history of police surveillance in Denver, presents a meta-analysis, and
reviews other scholarly literature. The city of Denver started experimenting with cameras in
2006 when the former Chief of Police, Gerald Whitman, assigned Lieutenant Ernie Martinez to
start a pilot video surveillance project, which later grew into the HALO crime prevention
program.4 The police department was motivated by a desire to keep up with technological
practices in larger cities such as Chicago. The department’s Operations Manual states that the
top four principle objectives of the HALO program include: “(1) enhancing public safety, (2)
preventing and deterring crime, (3) reducing the fear of crime, and (4) identifying criminal
activity.”5 It is likely that robberies were thought to be one of the primary crimes that the system
could help prevent and deter.
The first camera installed at the Holly Square Shopping Center, a strip mall in northeast Denver,
helped the police to capture gang members committing arson.6 The success of the first camera
led to the installation of six more cameras in 2007 to help abate the rise in drug dealing. The
cameras were purchased from the Avrio RMS Corporation, a manufacturer of equipment for the
U.S. military.7 The federal government granted the Denver Police $1 million to install fifty more
cameras to help with security while the city hosted the Democratic National Convention in
August 2008. Those cameras remained in place after the convention concluded.8
By January 2010, Lieutenant Martinez had redeployed the 81 wireless cameras to high crime
areas as part of Phase II of the HALO program.9 In November 2010, an additional 21 cameras
were added as part of Phase III to help prevent crime on Colfax Avenue, a thoroughfare
notorious for prostitution and organized crime.10 The Colfax Business Improvement District
helped finance the cost of the cameras.11 However, all HALO cameras are currently monitored
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and controlled from police headquarters by uniformed officers.12 The Denver Police Department
has released the exact locations of all cameras installed as of January 2012 [Appendix C].13
There are numerous academic studies assessing the usefulness of cameras in preventing crime.
However, most of the studies analyze the traditional close circuit television (CCTV) cameras
rather than the more powerful wireless Avrio cameras. Also, most of the studies use data from
metropolitan areas in the United Kingdom, which were early adopters of surveillance
technology. This literature review focuses on cameras as a tool for crime prevention, which
remains controversial, rather than on cameras as a tool for crime investigation.
Welsh and Farrington (2009) develop a meta-analysis of public area CCTV crime prevention
studies from around the world. They have specific criteria for studies to be included in their
systematic review. First, CCTV has to be the main focus of the intervention. Second, the
outcome variable has to be a count of crime rather than a qualitative appraisal. Third, studies
have to use a before-and-after measure of crime in the treatment area. Lastly, the crime count
analyzed in the studies has to be high enough to ensure sufficient statistical power.14 Welsh and
Farrington compute an odds ratio as a comparable metric of relative effect size across all studies
included in their meta-analysis. After pooling data from 20 studies, they conclude that CCTV
cameras installed in city centers led to small, non-significant reductions in crime.15 Though
interesting, their report has serious shortcomings. Many of the studies included in their metaanalysis lack a rigorous program evaluation using a differences-in-differences econometric
model. This poses a threat to the internal validity of their results.
Recent studies of American cities have challenged the results tabulated by Welsh & Farrington.
Ratcliffe, Taniguchi, and Taylor (2009) analyze crime data before and after the installation of
public CCTV cameras in the city of Philadelphia. The Police Department in Philadelphia
installed two different camera types: eight “pan, tilt, and zoom” (PTZ) cameras and ten “portable
overt digital surveillance system” (PODSS) cameras. The PTZ cameras are similar to the
Denver HALO cameras because they are actively monitored and controlled from police
headquarters, while the PODSS cameras only record video passively.16 Ratcliffe et al use GIS
software to analyze crime in three concentric areas. The first area is the target area of the
viewshed of each camera, which is expected to have a positive effect on crime prevention. The
second area is the buffer area where crime could be potentially displaced. Lastly, the control
area is the surrounding area beyond the target and buffer area that is comparable in socioeconomic characteristics. They determine that the introduction of cameras is associated with a
13% reduction in crime overall, but that half of the sites studied display no crime reduction
benefits from the presence of cameras.17
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Additionally, police cameras have also been examined in the context of the “public-private coproduction” of crime prevention. Cook and MacDonald (2010) analyze crime data in Los
Angeles before and after the formation of Business Improvement Districts.18 These BIDs are
self-taxing entities that combat disorder in a specified geographic area by raising money from
local businesses to pay for private security guards. Additionally, BIDs provide other services
such as collecting trash, promoting commerce, and installing CCTV cameras. In fact, the
Hollywood Entertainment BID has installed eight CCTV cameras at intersections in the
district.19 The BIDs in Los Angles came into existence in different years. Cook and MacDonald
aggregate neighborhood time series crime data, and then attach the values to the corresponding
business improvement district. Next, they use the panel data to examine the effects of BIDs
through a difference-in-difference econometric model with neighborhood and year fixed effects.
Their results illustrate a statistically significant effect of BIDs on crimes and arrests per year.
Moreover, researchers have also compared the effectiveness of police surveillance cameras
across different cities. La Vigne, Lowry, Markman, and Dwyer (2011) conduct an impact
evaluation of the CCTV cameras in the cities of Baltimore, Chicago, and Washington, D.C. 20
According to the authors, each of these cities implemented a different surveillance strategy.
Washington, D.C. installed the least number of cameras and limited access to the surveillance
video to just a few officers. Chicago deployed a wireless system of PODSS cameras and
allowed all police officers to have access to the video footage. Baltimore concentrated a large
quantity of cameras in the city center and paid retired police officers to watch the video feeds 24
hours a day. The researchers did not count crimes committed in the individual viewsheds of
each camera except in Washington, D.C. Rather, they count crimes committed in a buffered
polygon area containing a cluster of cameras in each city. They compare the crime count in the
treatment area to a matched control area in another section of the city. They also used kernel
density estimation maps to gauge crime patterns over time. La Vigne et al conclude that the
crime reduction benefits of actively monitored cameras exceed the costs of installing and
maintaining the surveillance system. However, they acknowledge that the benefits were not
realized in all camera locations.
Furthermore, advanced geospatial techniques have been used to identify the precise viewshed of
police cameras. Caplan, Kennedy, and Petrossian (2011) use a quasi-experimental design to
analyze the impact of CCTV cameras on crimes in Newark, New Jersey.21 They introduce two
novelties in their program evaluation. First, they distinguish crime incidents that occur outside
on the streets from crime incidents that occur inside buildings. Second, they use aerial
photography from Google Earth software to digitize realistic viewsheds of the police cameras.
Based upon 13 months of data, they find a statistically significant reduction in car thefts in the
camera viewsheds after the CCTV cameras were installed.
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Using these past studies as a guide, this investigation attempts a program evaluation of the
original 44 HALO cameras installed in Denver Police District #6 to determine if the surveillance
system helped to reduce crime in the downtown area. Crime incident data is downloaded from
the Denver Police website in a NIBRS format. This data is geocoded so that it can be imported
into a geographic information system in order to be projected onto a map. A set of candidate
control sites are determined that are similar to the street intersections containing the HALO
cameras. A subset of these candidate control sites are chosen at random to match the original 44
HALO camera sites. In this regard, the surveillance program can be considered a quasiexperiment with the treatment sites compared against the hypothetical control sites. A
generalized linear model is developed to test the impact of the HALO intervention by modeling
the Denver crime count data as a Poisson process. The unit of observation is the count of crime
in each individual viewshed (whether real or hypothetical) for a period of two years.
This econometric approach can be used to detect a localized effect of the treatment by comparing
the change in the crime count in the actual HALO viewshed to the change in the crime count in
the hypothetical viewshed before and after the intervention. A regression is computed for all
crime incidents aggregated together. Also, a separate regression is computed for each individual
crime category of homicide, robbery, assault, burglary, larceny, theft from motor vehicle, auto
theft, and arson. All of the coefficients for the difference-in-difference coefficients are negative.
The difference-in-difference coefficient for theft from motor vehicles is negative and statistically
significant. This approach is rigorous enough to make a causal claim that the HALO cameras
installed in Denver Police District #6 reduced thefts from motor vehicles in the two year time
period of the intervention from 2010 to 2011.
The remaining sections elucidate the details of the program evaluation. The data preparation
section describes the data cleaning procedure and the geocoding process. The methodology
section delineates how the control sites are selected. The results section illuminates the
econometric approach and the crime mapping approach. Finally, the policy recommendation
section develops three strategies based upon the empirical results. Additional tables and maps
are included in the appendices at the end.
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DATA PREPARATION
The city of Denver provides geospatial files on their website for depicting neighborhoods, police
districts, streets, zoning restrictions, and census information. Many of the maps produced in this
report are derived from those geospatial files.22 The Denver Police Department provides data on
crime incidents on their website in the National Incident Based Reporting System (NIBRS)
format that covers a time period from 2006 to the present. The database stores the date and time
when incidents are first reported by civilians or by officers. The NIBRS format counts each
crime in an incident, records the location, and distinguishes between different categories.23
Screen Snapshot of a Query of the Denver Police Database of Crime Incidents

The Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Part I crimes are serious
crimes that occur with regularity throughout the country. UCR Part 1 crime categories include
homicide, robbery, assault, burglary, larceny, theft from motor vehicle, auto theft, and arson.†
These types of crimes are more likely to be reported to authorities than the so-called “victimless”
crime such as narcotics use or illegal gambling. Chris Wyckoff, the Director of the Data
Analysis Unit for the Denver Police, believes that the online database provide useful information
for analyzing UCR Part 1 crime rates in different areas of Denver.24 The Denver HALO cameras
are designed to deter UCR Part 1 crimes occurring outdoors in view of the cameras. However,
the police surveillance system is unlikely to deter crime committed inside buildings such as
shoplifting.

†

Property crimes include the categories of burglary, larceny, auto theft, theft from motor vehicle, and arson.
Crimes against persons (violent crime) include the categories of homicide, robbery, and assault.
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Crime incident data downloaded from the Denver Police Department must be geocoded before it
can be imported into a geographic information system. Geocoding involves assigning a specific
longitude and latitude to the address location of a criminal incident. The web application
BatchGeo was used to perform this task. The Denver Police Department has graciously made
available data on crime incidents since 2006 through their website, but the address data has not
been properly cleaned.25 Below are examples of modifications that were made to clean the
address data.

Offense Number
of Specific
Criminal Incident

Original Address Verbatim from
Denver Police Website

Modification of Address

Reason for Modification

2010371905

11500 BLK E 40TH AVE

11500 block E 40TH AVE

spell out "block"

2005519895

COLFAX AVE / CLERMONT ST

COLFAX AVE and CLERMONT ST

identify street intersection

2005575728

1155 N DECATUR 313 ST

1155 N DECATUR ST

remove apartment number

2009216597

1225 S BELLAIRE ST BLDG 3

1225 S BELLAIRE ST

remove building number

2009275376

2000 PARK AVEW

2000 PARK AVE W

correct spelling mistake

200563296

100 BLK-6875 E ILIFF AVE

6875 E ILIFF AVE

delete miscellaneous details

200534774

3300-3300-3300-3300 S TAMARAC
DR

3300 S TAMARAC DR

remove repeated info

Since there were over 250,000 criminal incidents in the database, it was not possible to check
every address individually. Instead, Visual Basic scripts were programmed to parse the address
information for consistency. The data preparation was completed in an iterative process. After
the criminal incidents were geocoded, they were imported into Google Earth. Random samples
of specific criminal incidents were checked against aerial photography and panoramic street
views to determine if the specific longitude and latitude correctly matched the address in the
database. When errors were uncovered, the scripts were reprogrammed to parse the address
information better. The intent of this iterative process was to ensure that each criminal incident
was placed as accurately as possible on the map. Any error in geocoding would cascade into the
econometric analysis, so a significant amount of time was spent on the data preparation. Once
finished, the data was imported into the geographic information system ArcGIS so that scripts
could be written in Python to perform the actual spatial analysis.
The following pages display a choropleth map of property crimes across neighborhoods in the
entire city and a “push pin” map of the locations of the original 44 HALO cameras in central
Denver. Although cameras have been installed across the city, this investigation focuses on
cameras installed in Police District #6, which encompasses the central downtown area of the city
where most crime occurs. The charts that follow the map illustrate trends in crime patterns for
the city as a whole and for just Police District #6. These charts display the count of property
crime incidents per month from 2006 to 2011.
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Choropleth Map of Property Crimes across the Neighborhoods
of Denver, Colorado during 2006-2007
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Map of the Original 44 HALO Cameras in Denver Police District 6
(Treatment Sites) and Locations of Past Property Crime Incidents
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The charts of property crime illuminate a few interesting trends. First, property crime in Denver
follows a seasonal cycle. Crime rises in the summer months and falls during the winter months.
This correlation is likely due to the harsh winter conditions in Colorado that make crime
committed outdoors less tempting. Another interesting trend in the data is that property crime
appears to be decreasing across the city of Denver. But, property crime appears to be increasing
(or at least steady) in Police District #6 that encompasses the downtown area of the city.
Unfortunately, the Denver crime incident data cannot be cross-referenced with actual data on
arrests. It would be ideal to learn if arrests have increased for crime occurring in the vicinity of
the HALO cameras. This information would allow one to test the hypothesis of whether or not
the cameras have helped the police to investigate crime. However, the publicly available
information on arrests is only tabulated on an annual basis for the entire city as seen in the table
below.26 This information does not reveal where the arrests were made or if HALO video
footage was even used as part of the investigation. An individual arrest record can be ordered,
but information on the arrest record would not allow it to be matched with a specific crime
incident from the publicly available database.27
City-wide Arrests in Denver from the Denver Police Department 2009 Annual Report
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METHODOLOGY
To complete a geospatial statistical analysis of crime, the treatment sites must be compared
against control sites before and after the intervention. Under a randomized controlled policy
experiment, sites would be determined at random to be treated or not treated. Unfortunately, the
HALO intervention did not use such a method. The sites selected were chosen simply because
they were at intersections near high crime areas of the city. In this regard, the Denver Police
surveillance program can be regarded as a quasi-experiment. Since control sites were not
determined prior to the intervention, the control sites must be determined in the present and then
applied retroactively. Three different methodologies are examined: (1) using “surrogate” control
sites on East Colfax Avenue, (2) deriving control sites through propensity score matching, and
(3) obtaining control sites through a Monte Carlo algorithm.
Using surrogate control sites on East Colfax Avenue is the simplest of the three methods, but it is
also the most problematic. Colfax Avenue is a boulevard running west to east through the center
of the city. At the start of the surveillance program, none of the HALO cameras were placed off
East Colfax Avenue. The original 44 cameras in Police District #6 were installed only in the
downtown area in proximity to skyscrapers [Appendix A]. In November 2010, an additional 12
cameras were installed on a linear strip along East Colfax Avenue as part of Phase III of the
program [identified as #90 through #101 in Appendix B]. It is tempting to use these 12 locations
as surrogate control sites to compare against the treatment sites prior to November 2010. But,
this approach is highly problematic because East Colfax Avenue has a different zoning
regulation than the downtown area. Also, the sites along Colfax were set up linearly, while the
sites downtown appear scattered. Finally, East Colfax Avenue is peculiar because of the
frequent vice arrests along the boulevard, so the crimes occurring there are fundamentally
different than the crimes occurring downtown.
Deriving control sites through propensity score matching is the ideal method, but it is also
challenging to implement in the context of street corners. According to Shadish et al, matching
involves grouping units with similar scores so that both the control and the treatment groups
contain units with similar characteristics.28 Each street corner in the downtown area of Police
District #6 could be given a propensity score derived from a composite of various pre-test
variables. This propensity score would be the street corner’s expected probability of originally
receiving a HALO camera as determined through a Probit regression over multiple geographic
variables. In theory, each treatment site could be matched to a similar control site in order to
balance treatment and control. Matching is very useful for human studies where descriptive
variables exist (such as gender, age, and education) so that a person who received treatment
could be matched to a person with a similar profile who did not receive treatment.29
Unfortunately, the descriptive variables available for street corners are limited, which makes it
difficult to calculate a propensity score.
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A pragmatic alternative to matching is to obtain control sites through a Monte Carlo algorithm.
In the first stage, the treatment sites are examined to determine what geographic characteristics
they have in common. Street corners with similar geographic characteristics are labeled as
candidate control sites. In the second stage, some of the candidate control sites are selected
using a random number generator to pick the control sites. A stochastic process is necessary to
remove human bias and ensure that control sites are scattered at random similar to darts thrown
on a board. The map on the next page illustrates 123 candidate control sites that would have
similar geographic characteristics as the original 44 HALO cameras sites in Police District 6.
The subsequent map plots the 44 candidate sites selected at random to match the original 44
HALO cameras sites in order to balance the treatment and the control.
The selection of these candidate control sites is defensible because of (1) zoning restrictions, (2)
low housing utilization, and (3) proximity to alcohol sales. The zoning restrictions in central
Denver are intricate with many different ordinances regulating the development of land.
According to the city’s geographic records, nearly all of the original 44 HALO camera sites are
located in the Downtown Zone. This is the area of the city where tall skyscrapers are allowed to
be built. Therefore, candidate control sites are selected only from this zone [Appendix D].
Furthermore, the original 44 HALO camera sites are all located on city blocks that are relatively
unpopulated. Most of the buildings in this area are commercial rather than residential, and they
have low housing utilization. These city blocks are bustling with people during the workweek,
but they are quiet on the weekend. Therefore, the candidate control sites are restricted to city
blocks that house less than 400 people [Appendix E]. Finally, the original 44 HALO camera
sites are located near bars, nightclubs, and stores selling alcohol. Past scholarship has
demonstrated a linkage between the accessibility of alcohol and crime.30 Therefore, the
candidate control sites are restricted to locations that are within a half mile of a business with a
liquor license in order to be similar to the HALO cameras sites [Appendix F].
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Map of 123 Candidate Control Sites that would Match the
Original 44 HALO Cameras in Denver Police District 6
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Map of the 44 Candidate Sites Selected to match the
Original 44 HALO Cameras Sites in Denver Police District 6
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RESULTS
A generalized linear model is developed to test the impact of the HALO intervention. Ratcliffe
et al (2009) model their crime count outcome variable through a Poisson distribution rather than
through a log-transformed normal distribution.31 However, the Denver crime data displays signs
of overdispersion because the variance is much larger than the mean. Therefore, the crime count
is modeled as a negative binomial process rather than a Poisson process. Maximum likelihood
estimation is conducted in Stata to compute the econometric results.
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A differences-in-differences regression can be set up to measure the effect of the treatment. In
this model, the unit of the observation, Y, is the count of crime in each individual viewshed
(whether real or hypothetical) for a period of two years. A viewshed is defined as a circular area
around a site with a radius of 50 yards. The HALO cameras are visible from roughly half a
block away, and therefore their maximum crime deterrence is set to a distance of 50 yards. For
the treatment group, the count of crime in the real viewshed (after a camera was installed) is
compared to the count of crime in the same viewshed (before any camera was installed). For the
control group, the count of crime in a hypothetical viewshed (in the post-period) is compared to
the count of crime in the same hypothetical viewshed (in the pre-period).
There are three key variables in this approach. The geographic dummy variable Ait = 1 if the
observation belongs in the viewshed of a HALO camera that will eventually be treated.
Otherwise, the geographic dummy variable Ait = 0 if the observation belongs in the hypothetical
viewshed of a control site. The treatment dummy variable Tit = 1 in the period when treatment
occurs (Jan. 2010 to Dec. 2011). The treatment dummy variable Tit = 0 in the period before
treatment occurs (Jan. 2006 to Dec. 2007). The interaction term of Tit*Ait = 1 for observations in
the treatment areas after the intervention.
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Map of the Crime Incidents Overlaid on top of the Viewsheds of a
Subset of the HALO Cameras and Control Sites in Denver
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A negative binomial regression has a similar form as a Poisson regression in that the log of the
outcome variable, the count of crime, is modeled as a linear combination of the predictor
variables. The incident rates ratio for a predictor variable can be calculated by taking the
exponent of its coefficient. In this sense, the incident rates ratio has a multiplicative effect in the
y-scale of crime count.32 But, when a dummy variable is zero, the exponentiation of the
coefficient equals one, and the predictor variable has no multiplicative effect.

log( count of crime)  log( Yit )   0  1 * Tit   2 * Ait   3 * (Tit * Ait )
count of crime  Yit  exp(  0  1 * Tit   2 * Ait   3 * (Tit * Ait ))
count of crime  Yit  exp(  0 ) * exp( 1 * Tit ) * exp(  2 * Ait ) * exp(  3 * (Tit * Ait ))

Dummy Variable T

Dummy Variable A
Area 1:
Area 0:
HALO Viewshed non-HALO Sites
(Treatment)
(Control)
Time Period 0:
Before Intervention
Jan. 2006 to Dec. 2007
Time Period 1:
After Intervention
Jan. 2010 to Dec. 2011

b

a

d

c

Coefficient
β0

Calculation
a

β1

c-a

β2

b-a

β3

(d - b) - (c - a)

To review, the unit of observation is the count of crime in each individual viewshed (whether
real or hypothetical) for a period of two years. There are 44 sites located in Denver Police
District 6 that were eventually treated by installing HALO cameras. These sites are highlighted
in the Appendix. Therefore, a count of crime was computed in each real viewshed after
installation and in each hypothetical viewshed before installation for a total of 88 observations.
There are 44 sites located in Denver Police District 6 that have been selected to serve as the
control. These sites were never treated with a HALO camera. Rather the control sites were
selected through a Monte Carlo process. Therefore, a count of crime is computed in each
hypothetical viewshed (in the post-period) and in each hypothetical viewshed (in the pre-period)
for a total of 88 observations. Thus, a sum total of 176 observations are used in this analysis.
An econometric model is computed for all crime incidents aggregated together, and a unique
model is also computed for each specific category of crime. Results for homicide, arson, and
robbery are not reported because those crimes are extremely rare in Denver and the count is too
low to draw conclusions. All of the coefficients for the Difference-in-Difference estimates (β3)
are negative. The coefficient for theft from motor vehicles is statistically significant even with
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robust standard errors. The coefficient of -0.689 signifies that the expected log count of theft
from vehicles decreased by 0.689 in the treatment area between the two time periods relative to
the control area. The incident rates ratio for this variable is exp(-0.689), which equals 0.502.
Therefore, the percent change in the incident rate of theft from motor vehicles is a 49.8%
decrease in the treated area between the two time periods relative to the change in the control.
However, none of the other coefficients is statistically significant. The fact that all of the
coefficients in the Difference-in-Difference estimates are negative gives plausibility to the claim
that the HALO cameras had an impact in reducing crime. The statistically significant coefficient
for theft from motor vehicles gives strong causal evidence that the HALO cameras did reduce
crime for that category in downtown Denver.

The Difference-in-Difference Estimate (β3) for Different Categories of Crime
Categories of Crime
All Crime†

Coefficient
-0.307
(0.313)
Aggravated Assault
-0.314
(0.563)
Auto Theft
-0.272
(0.350)
Burglary
-0.245
(0.658)
Larceny
-0.242
(0.390)
Other Crimes Against Persons
-0.348
(i.e. simple assaults)
(0.502)
Theft From Motor Vehicle
-0.689
(0.331)
Note that Robust Standard Errors are listed in parentheses

P>|z|
0.326

95% Conf. Interval
-0.919
0.306

0.577

-1.417

0.789

0.438

-0.958

0.415

0.710

-1.536

1.045

0.536

-1.006

0.523

0.488

-1.332

0.636

0.038

-1.339

-0.040

Tabulation of Crime Counts for All Sites Grouped Together
Categories of Crime

Treatment Treatment %
Control Control
Before
After
Change Before
After
668
663
-0.7%
536
723
All Crime†
55
66
+20.0%
56
92
Aggravated Assault
87
43
-50.6%
74
48
Auto Theft
21
14
-33.3%
27
23
Burglary
264
353
+33.7%
158
269
Larceny
62
74
+19.4%
42
71
Other Crimes Against Persons
174
106
-39.1%
178
216
Theft From Motor Vehicle
†
includes homicide, arson, and robbery along with the other categories of crime listed in table
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%
Change
+34.9%
+64.3%
-35.1%
-14.8%
+70.3%
+69.0%
+21.3%

Δ in %
Change
-35.6%
-44.3%
-15.5%
-18.5%
-36.6%
-49.6%
-60.4%

Offense_Ca
Count of OBJECTID

Property Crime in Viewsheds of HALO Cameras vs. Control Sites in Downtown Denver
350

Count of Crime Incidents per Year

300

250

200

Sites

Control
Treatment
150

100

50

0
2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Year
Offense_Ca

Count of OBJECTID

Theft from Motor Vehicles Crime in Viewsheds of HALO Cameras vs. Control Sites
140

Count of Crime Incidents per Year

120

100

80

Sites

Control
Treatment
60

40

20

0
2006

2007

2008

2009

Year
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2010

2011

The above econometric approach has a threat to construct validity due to the possible diffusion
of the treatment during the intervention. The intersections selected as the control sites are in
close proximity to intersections where HALO cameras are installed. Some of the control sites
are just a block away from the treatment sites. The HALO cameras are visible from half a block
away, which roughly corresponds to a distance of 50 yards. However, criminals might be
deterred from committing transgressions in central Denver irrespective if a camera is watching
them. It is possible that the high concentration of cameras in the city center creates a so-called
“halo effect,” where the treatment diffuses throughout the entire downtown area rather than only
impacts certain intersections. In the case of a virtuous diffusion, the result would be to reduce
the estimated effect sizes because the treatment would spill over into the control.
Since the econometric approach can only detect a localized effect of the treatment, crime density
“hot spot” maps are created to complement the regressions and analyze the effect of the
intervention on a larger scale. This approach draws insight from the environmental criminology
research of Brantingham and Brantingham (1981) in their use of ecological principles to model
crime patterns.33 The relationship between a criminal and a victim is somewhat analogous to the
relationship between a predator and a prey. Scientists often create species distribution maps to
see if a predator’s habitat has changed over time. Thus, it is also possible to make maps to see if
crime patterns have changed over time.
One important element in this approach is to collect data at the lowest geographic units of
analysis. According to Weisburd (2009), crime maps based upon high units of analysis could be
misleading because of an “ecological fallacy.”34 For example, the earlier choropleth map of
property crime across neighborhoods in Denver has a deceptive quality. There are two
neighborhoods, Civic Center and Capitol Hill, on the map that exist inside Police District #6 in
central Denver. The neighborhood of Civic Center is colored white because it has a relatively
low level of property crime. Likewise, the neighborhood of Capitol Hill is colored dark red
because it has a relatively high level of property crime. Thus, it might appear that if one were to
walk across the border from Civic Center into Capitol Hill that one would encounter more crime.
However, there are likely some places in Capitol Hill that are quite safe, while there are other
places that are dangerous. On the aggregate level, Capitol Hill has more property crime than
Civic Center, but there are places inside each neighborhood that are not representative of the
whole.
Unfortunately, choropleth maps at all geographic levels (counties, neighborhoods, census blocks)
are susceptible to the ecological fallacy because administrative boundaries are not based upon
crime patterns. The solution is to disaggregate to the lowest unit possible, which is the geocoded
incident of a criminal activity. However, a map displaying a plethora of “push pin” crime dots
can be equally deceiving because crime often occurs repeatedly at specific locations. According
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to Lersch (2007), the best solution to this conundrum is to rely on crime density maps to identity
how clusters of crime change over time.35
Waples, Gill, and Fisher (2009) use the concept of a kernel density estimate in their criminology
research on surveillance cameras.36 Crime in Denver is concentrated at specific “hot spots”
because a lot of crime occurs repeatedly at the same locations over time. Kernel density
estimation (KDE) is a non-parametric procedure that can be used by ArcGIS to estimate the
probability density function of a random variable (e.g. crime) over a geographic region.37 The
map on the following page illustrates a kernel density estimate of property crime in downtown
Denver before the installation of the HALO cameras (2006-2007).
Waples et al use kernel density estimation to create crime maps before and after the intervention
of police cameras to detect if the “hot spots” have moved once the cameras are installed. Then,
they create a change detection map to capture the kernel density differences between the prior
and the posterior maps.38 Their methodology is replicated in this investigation to create maps of
the property crime in Denver before and after the installation of the HALO video cameras.
Similar to the regression approach, the time period before the intervention (2006-2007) and the
time period after the intervention (2010-2011) both constitute two years and contain the same
calendar months. The colored areas on the change detection map illustrate locations where there
is a statistically significant change in the kernel density estimate of crime between the two
periods. Red indicates a statistically significant increase in the KDE of crime, while blue
indicates a statistically significant decrease in the KDE of crime.
The map illuminates a statistically significant decrease in the kernel density estimate of property
crime in the northwestern quadrant of downtown Denver. This is near the location where five
HALO cameras were installed prior to 2010. This section of the city, known as the LoDo district
(abbreviation for Lower Downtown) is a popular nightlife area between two sports stadiums that
historically has been plagued by a high level of crime. However, it would be imprudent to assign
the drop in crime in the LoDo district solely to the HALO camera intervention. It is unwise to
infer a causal relationship from the KDE map because there could be other explanations for the
drop in property crime. Unlike the difference-in-difference econometric approach, the kernel
density estimation change detection does not employ a rigorous control. Nonetheless, the map
does delineate an interesting phenomenon that should be studied in more detail.
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Map of Kernel Density Estimate "Hot Spots" of Property Crime
In Denver Before the Installation of HALO Cameras (2006-2007)
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Map of the Kernel Density Estimation and Change Detection
for Property Crimes in Central Denver between Two Time Periods
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
In retrospect, this investigation has established a statistically significant relationship between the
installation of the HALO cameras and a reduction of thefts from motor vehicles in the viewshed
of the cameras in Denver Police District #6. The difference-in-difference econometric approach
is rigorous enough to infer causality in the relationship. Other categories of crime also may have
been reduced due to the HALO cameras, but the statistical evidence is not strong enough to make
a causal claim.
There are a couple explanations why thefts from motor vehicles may be deterred more than other
crimes due to the presence of the police cameras. First, these types of thefts occur outdoors
where the cars are parked, while larceny crimes such as shoplifting occur indoors. Crimes
occurring inside stores are out of view of the police cameras and unlikely to be deterred by the
HALO surveillance system. Second, thieves who steal from motor vehicles likely weigh the
benefits versus the costs before selecting a target. Thieves are likely cognizant that committing a
crime in an area under police surveillance increases the probability of being arrested, and thus
increases the “cost” of the crime. In contrast, people engaging in fights while intoxicated
probably are less likely to be cognizant that an area is under public surveillance. Therefore,
HALO cameras may not be as effective in deterring physical assaults.
Based upon the empirical results, I recommend three strategies:
1. An expansion of new HALO video cameras into other areas of Denver experiencing high
levels of theft from motor vehicles. This expansion should be determined through a
benefit-cost analysis. Following on the past success, it would be ideal for the Denver
Police Department to continue to collaborate with local business improvement districts
on the placement and the promotion of the cameras.
2. An upgrade of the information system to cross-reference the NIBRS crime incident data
to actual arrests and convictions. Likewise, it would be helpful to have crime incidents
coded according to whether they took place inside or outside the view of the HALO
cameras. It would be intriguing to learn if arrests have increased in the viewshed of the
cameras due to the surveillance. Publicly available crime data on the Denver Police
website does not allow one to test this hypothesis.
3. An implementation of a randomized controlled experiment in the next phase of the
HALO program. Determining the control sites before the intervention is superior than
determining the control sites after the intervention. This would enable researchers to be
more confident in ascribing causality.
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Appendix A - HALO Phase II List of Cameras (published on June 21, 2010)

The treatment sites analyzed in
this study are highlighted in
green and correspond to the
green stars on the maps.
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Appendix B - HALO Phase III List of Cameras (published on May 6, 2011)

The treatment sites analyzed in
this study are highlighted in
green and correspond to the
green stars on the maps.
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Appendix C - HALO Phase IV List of Cameras (published on January 17, 2012)

The treatment sites analyzed in
this study are highlighted in
green and correspond to the
green stars on the maps.
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Appendix D - Map of the Zoning Restrictions in Denver Police District 6
(Treatment and Control Sites located mainly in Downtown Zone)
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Appendix E - Map of the Census Population in Denver Police District 6
(Treatment and Control Sites located in less Populated Blocks)
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Appendix F - Map of Businesses with Liquor Licenses in Police District 6
(Treatment and Control Sites located near Alcohol Sales)
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